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IS SPACE NAVIGATION POSSIBLE? (2)

by Yi Lin

How Much Energy is Needed For Space Navigation?

Within the next several decades, following developments in modern

science and technology of atomic energy, electronics, metallurgy and

macromolecular materials, the first stellar probe will perhaps be a highl.y

developed coaputerized robot. It will not only be able to automatically

complete various stipulated tasks but will also be able to act according to

circumstances and alleviate difficulties. Its life span will be the same as

that of a human. Its weight will not exceed 100 kilograms which is no greater

than a space suit worn by an astronaut. Yet, even if this type of very light

probe is allowed to reach one-third the speed of light the needed energy

will still be greater than 100 billion kilowatt hours. This energy is

approximately equivalent to the total electric output of a modern medium

sized advanced nation in a whole year. However, when the actual acceleration

reaches to the highcst spted, aside from the probe, there are also the huge

space rocket sti cture, engine and guidance system. Their weight far surpasses

100 kilograms and therefore the energy needed for space navigation is 100,000

timos greater th:n 100 billion kilowatt honrs.

If chnlc l fuel Is used for such gre-at energy, this is equal to using



a match to Ignite a hydrogen bomb which Is a very ridiculour Idea. ..hlere is

there a wi.y out? It Is to depend on the transformation of mass to create

energy. Based on Enstein's formula, there is the following mutual relationship

between energy and mass:

energy - mass x (speed of light)

100 billion kilowatt hours of energy is converted into 5 kilograms with

its joined mass. This is to say that it is only necessary to "consume" 5

kilograms of mass to be able to have a 100 kilogram weight accelerate to one-

third the speed of light. This seems to be very "inexpensive."

Yet, up until now, the transformation of mass as a process of energy can

only be partially realized in nuclear fission and in nuclear fusion reactions.

In a thermonuclear engine, the energy "consumed" in the transformation of

mass is shown in jet speeds. Under ideal conditions, if the jet speed reaches

to one-half the speed of light, the "consumed" mass should be 14% of the

reaction matter, the jet speed will reach to one-third the speed of light and

the "consumed" mass should be 6%. Yet, at present, what we can predict is

that in future transformation efficiency, the highest thermonuclear reaction

will be a deuterium fusion which will cause a helium reaction. In this reac-

tion, the mass that is transformed into energy does not reach 1% of the total.

reaction matter and there is one part of the energy that is lost by changing

into heat. Therefore, the gre, test jet speed reaches to one-twenticth the

speed of light which i; also 15,000 kilometers per second. This speed is

already 4,000 times that of modern rocket jet speeds.
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Jet Speed and Mass; Rat io

Is a jet speed of 15.00 kilometers per second sufficient to fly towards

the closest star? Tn order to answer this question, we must talk about the

fundamental principles of rocket movement.

The greatest speed of a rocket is detcrmined by two factors. One is

jet speed and the other is called the rocket "mass ratio." The greater the

jet speed or the greater the mass ratio, the greater the largest speed

attainable by a rocket. Tile rocket mass ratio is the ratio of the rocket's

initial weight and air-born weight (the weight when the propellant is burned

up). This rtio value reflects the specific weight occupied by the propell-

ant in the whole rocket and the greater the proportion occupied by the

propellant the greater the mass ratio.

\I

Chart 2 On the Left is a Schematic Drawing of an Impulse Thermonuclear
Engine and on the Right is an Env t::aged Drawing

1. Thrut;t board
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2. flyd ro;-en bomb throw structure
3. Structure support
4. Effect ive load
5. hydrog;en bomb ;toragc tank
6. Bumper

Therfore, we must think of attaining relatively great speeds. ThIs can

he initiated from two aspects, raiSing the jet speAed or Increasing the mass

ratio but most important is raisin), the jct speed.

When the required highest speed is at a fixed value, the greater the jet

speed the smaller the needed mass ratio. Generally, it is best for the jet

speed to be equal to or near the greatest speed required for the rocket.

At this time, the required mass ratio is not greater than 5 and this is

relatively easy to accomplish. Following the decrease of the jet speed, the

mass index ratio law quickl.y rises. For example, when the jet speed is one-

twentieth the speed of light, the greatest speed will reach one-half the

spcted of light and the mass ratio wi.l increase to 60,000; when the highest

steed is one-third the speed of light, the mass ratio will be 1,000. Neither

of these can be accomplished. Due to the limitations of materials strength and

technological conditions, the greatest mass ratio of a single stage rocket

can reach to over 10 and the total mass ratio of a multistage rocket will

reach 500.

following
The /1 snows the rocket's mass ratio attained at different greatest

speeds when the jet speed is one-twentieth the speed of ligiht. It can be seen

the
from the table that,1 greatest speed in navigation cannot exceed 30 of the

speed of light.
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- Im.. -- .

Grcate;t Speed 0.1 C 0.2 C 0.3 C 0.4 C 0.5 C
Mass Ratio 7 5 6 500 4,700 59,000

Envisaged Space Navigation Engine

We can see from the previous discussion that the key in realizing, space
lie '

navi.gationq in raising flight speed and the key to raising flight speed

lies in raising the jet speed. The jet speed is determined by the engine and

thus in the final analysis the key to whether or not space navigation can be

realized is whether or not a super strong space navigation engine can be

successfully developed.

Up until the present, space navigation engines have been in the envisaged

or predevelopment stage. People have suggested tentative plans for five types

of space navigation engines.

1. The Impulse Thermonuclear Engine

In reality, this type of engine is a chain of hydrogen bombs whereby the

bombs produce impulse waves and particle flow which spurts in a certain direction

and produces a reaction force to propell the space navigation rocket. Chart 2

is a schematic diagram and envisaged drawing of an impulse thermonuclear

rocket.

The rocket's gross weight is 400,000 tons, it carries a 40,000 ton

spacecraft and uses 300,000 hydrogen bombs for power with a weight of 360,000

tons. The remaining 100,000 tons are the rocket's structure, thrust board

and hydrogen bomb storage and throw structure.

Each explosion of a hydrogen bomb provides a speed of 30 meters per second.

The force of the hydrogen bomnb explosion goes through the thrust board and
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and bumper causing the rocket to have a contfnuuu! m.an acct-Icratton of 1g.

The hydrogen bombs explode at 3 second Intervais. The,' !re un.( up in

10 days, speed reaches 10,000 kilometers per second (one-thirt itcth the s;peed

of light) and flying to Centaurus "a" star requires 130 year:- which i'; too

long. Yet, from the present point of view, among the various types of en-

visaged space navigation powers, this tentative plan is con:idered the

most realistic. This is because the manufacture, storage and use of the

hydrogen bomb have already been successful. Recently, successful tests have

also been done using a laser or electronic beam close to the speed of light

to excite the hydrogen bomb so as to reach the extremely high temperature

needed for explosion and thus need not use the atomic bomb to cause the

explosion. This type of hydrogen bomb can be made in a pellet size and thus

greatly shrinks the structure of the space rocket.

2. Controlled Thermonuclear Engine

A controlled thermonuclear reaction has still not been successfully

tested. The major difficulty is that the temperature during nuclear fusion

reaches to several hundred thousand degrees and there is no vessel which can

withstand such high temperatures and "accept" it. Aside from this, as soon as

the plasma gases produced by the reaction come in contact with the vessel, the

temperature immediately drops and the reaction is quickly broken off. Because

the reaction gases are all. charged with deuterium and tritium ions therefore

at present research is being done on using a magnetic field to "accept" it

an d
and at the same time uses the magnetic field electrical field to produce

a maintained re'action needed for the extremely high temperatures. This is

the so-called "magnetic bottle method." The sealability of the "magnetic
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bottle" .'is not good and there exists the p]ohl cm of the toiV " , fl 1. toec

outside. Yet , when u,;ed in space navigat ion, It call be chav',ed from harmt ul

to beneficial. The benefit of using reaction ,as to "escape'" in a certa in

direction can produce the jet. reaction thru;t hoped for.

At pr)rsenIt, it is hoped that most of the various predCVel oped and t enta-

tive plans for space navigation can be based on succes!sful testing of con-

trolled thermonuclear reaction engines. Now, people are enthusiastically

carrying out development work and the day of mankind's controlling of

thermonuclear reactions is not far off; the controlled thermonuclear engine

will become the future hope of the greatest space navigation engine.

3. The Impulse Space Navigation Engine

Because the jet speed ratio of the controlled thermonuclear engine is

much smaller than the greatest flight speed, the mass ratio needed by the

rocket is very large. When a space rocket leaves the solar system, it must

carry several hundred thousand tons of nuclear fuel. In order to resolve the

problem of the excessive weight of the fuel, people are researching the

impulse space navigation engine. Its special feature is that it only has a

nuclear fusion reaction pile and the nuclear fuel needed for fusion -

deuterium, is exacted from outer space.

Vast outer space is empty yet is not without anything. Everyplace in

outer space is filled with minute interstellar matter and is composed of

hydrogen ions and atoms. The most dense places do not exceed 1,000 atoms

per square centimeter which is 1% of that of the atmospheric density of an

altitude of 1,000 kilometers albo\e the earth. Places where density is small

have only one per square centimeter. Among the interstellar matter, there is
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one dieutterium at,"I per 8,(0) hydrogen ionsf. ThC IT;')juls;o. ,1p,,c fl\i\,jot ion

eng ine c l culat .:; the Use of thse dcntcriumn for fu:;ion fuo,] ad because, the

den:ity o! intcr;stellar matter Ls extr:, ,.'lv small It i a flee o.oarv to have a

very lairge intCe ope ing to absorb the interstelIzar matter.

Chart 3 i; an envisaged dra-,xina,., of this type of t,ngine. The space nav i-

gation rocket rcsembles a lnre, opell-mouth..d co,a,,ic sh ark, on (, -nd s

forward and the other is a large mouth waliowin,, int erstellar matter. The

front side has a funnel shaped large mouth. Places where the den siitv of

interstellar matter is great, the lart-cgt diameter is 6O kilo:ters; in

places %.here density is small the diamcter reaches 2,00n kiloreters. It is

a difficult problem to build this type of funnel. It cannot use any tangible

materials becausec the interstellar material collide at speeds of several

thousand kilometers per second so that the funnel can very quickly lose

strength and performance. It can only cc of a tunnel shaped large magnetic

field and use magnetic power lines to catch hydrogen ions.

Pi ',t :e Y.. - r-- .. . .. ........o....-i'.-,.h .,

Chart 3 Oil Lhe Left is a Da'"Iic l)rawilg of the Th1pulqc ,pltcp ca\.ation

Engi lne and on t he Ai jgh ,ks at I",nV I d DnavD'a ..
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3. ici.- r j o*ie re-w~ ie inle
4 . l' :d : 1. Iot. iC L 1 CO, "I -Ind ii1 .peort
5. ]oil o"n..

4 1 lSeCr PL),,5L2r

lhe a 5iit Oiia -In n ohIJ Ct thi S ctin p1 0ct.'k pru'sur(' . 'mt th

this pressure isvr minutec it oab; Ineec.,d c to sh ine onl- a lr -,t (,I I u.;h Ini skI ;1Ce

an11d t IIe p r o duIcecd preI u re w il 1 1)0.ab)L - to 0e 1)u1Se(d t I or (', t 1i I airVh;I p.

Some peole elnv isi 100 i id ing1 a huelazser arri' inl the neajres-t inter-

stellar space and directly transform ,io]Oar ener-y into a laser (chairt 4) . lhe

diameter of the laser array mi-ust be as largec as; 250 kilIomneters to ',)e able to

guarant-ee that the lighit beam!i js trn>it~da d istaunce of 6 Ii gut years and

it is Uni ikely tot. be distributed too strnl.A lar-,e saivl is fifted on the

spacecraft to directly receive laser irradiation and the diameter must also be

250 kilometers. The sail is made of thini, lighIt and solid materials wh74ih

must com-,pletely ref bet the I ight rays so as to attain the greatest light

pressure. It is est imated that the we ight! of the --azil cannot be lessi than 1 ,000

tonls.

Chatr k ijhi~s;e(ir of l-aser l'ro'el led aSectraft
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Whenl thli parcec rft is not very fa1r f rom t: 11C !:01.1 -1 y t(, it can first

use ait) 0~:~ c diameter laser array as; the pouer source-

'he4 t u-, tlwe Iasr to d I re-c t I v propelI !seem a I It t Ic eimaag ma ry

yet , bee au so'; it (!leeS no(t 1requ i re coamp] ex nuc Ilear rear t ion p ii I t- cnp I pmn it

can szay e severa 1 1,und rd t hen s;and tonsIZ. of nuc lear fuel . Decau se, of tis, it

has gained I)pl ' at toilt ion. A rc Ia Ii\el'' rca Ilist iC pian i:, t he use of theI.

laser boass f or the energy source, thiinuclear fuel, , cxc itat ion of nuc] car

fusion and1 the product ion of jet thirus;t as nientioned previously.

5. The Anti-Matter Engine

Eased on the law of the Unity Of opposites inl material dialectics,

since the objective world 'has matter, its opposite, nati-mat ter, miust also

exist. '[lhe continuLouIs appearan)ce of anti-electrons (positive clct -Uns),

anti-nst Ir and .'nti--ricutronr. providcs an e.--pcrimcntal basis for the creation

of anti-m,,atter.

When matter and anti-matter interact it resembles what was pointed out

in Einstein' 17forMula; all of the matter transforms into energy. Energy is

radiated in the forni of gammia rays, neutrino, high energy electrons and

positive electrons (electrons; with a positive charge). Yet, within this, half

of the energy is quickly taken away by tile neutrino and there is also a

small pimt~ion that cliange; into heat and is lost. Jet speed can be raised to

one- f if tIi the speed of l ight. In order f or the spacecraf t's htighest: speed to

reach one-third the speed of light, mass ratio nmust be 6. Ant i-iiatter onlyv

need- to occup" 2 of the take-off weight.

Iil a -ilarge ale high eniergy accelcraitor, the use of a super strong,

prut en [I ow- b~omii1(1'%en of 1 ,00() t ri1 1il onp tons per1. secodI rcall produce
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anti-proton.';. Yet, the most ant i- that can be prodi:,.d eich -,ear is

several kilograms which is u:;ed in high energy physics ew:pvriment ;e need to

attzain a niwalber that can act as propellants but th, earl i et thi: is porn,;ibiC

is the 21 st century. Furthermore, even more difficult t :an producinw, anti-

matter is :;toring it, controlling decay and realizin, an ntii-mattcr cngine.

These are ell the newest research problems confronting ,odern nuclc:r tech-

nology.

The above discussion focused on introducing the conditions in space

navigation plans and tentative plans of engines for interstellar space navi-

gation. Yet, the realization of interstellar space navigation is involved in

resolving these problems. For example, the problems of guidance and communi-

cations in interstellar space navigation still await resolution.

The next issue will take one hypothetical space n,:avigation journey as

an example and discuss the course of space navigation.
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THE UNIT STRUCTURE

by Hong Debin

At present, when the United States, England or France design new engines

they usually use unit structures which is very advantageous for the fast

installation, dismantling and safeguarding of engines and has important sig-

nificance for raising the operation rates of aircraft.

Why is it Necessary to Use the Unit Structure?

Power equipment for an aircraft requires an engine with a small area, that

is light in weight and that emits the required thrust. The work conditions for

engines are very harsh. Parts for the combustion chamber, turbine and after-

burning combustion chamber work under very high temperatures. In the after-

burning turbine fan engine turbines used by the military, the temperatures are

very high and even reach 1,370'C and has a tendency to rise. However, the parts

for the fan, gas compressor and turbine also work at very high 1otation. Taking

the American's newly developed F100 engine as an example, the tangent speed of

the leng and thin fan blade tip has already reached 400 to 470 meters per

second.

In order to guarantee that the engine work normally and reliably under

-12-
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p0 r 001d it ions aid aS far ;,s po:;,s;l)](, ext end itf 1j:L, span. ihe design and

developinlont of modern en -, InL ,; not only requ ire t hat a great d :;I of theor-

etical and e"peri:uCntltl work be done to g-,uariintee th. product'!-. qua ItI, but

after it is installed, it i!; also required to rci-,ularlv and cartfli!ly service

it. One engine is usually composed of several thou: .nd c ompoI.nt :, for

exa!pl oe the afterburning Sjic i (?) engine tised b' the mil Iti-ry has ovr, r

5,000 components and among these several thousand component.;, there are certain

component damages including the relatively small standard parts damages of

closed and sealed parts. All of these can cause .erious damage to the wlhole

engine and even the whole aircraft.

The earliest designed engines did not use unit structures and examination

and service was very strenuous. All internal breakdowns were always difficult

to discover beforehand. Whea- a breakdown occured, especially damage to the

internal components and it was necessary to repair and replace parts they had

to take the engine down front the aircraft, transport it to a repair factory

and then take it apart and repair it. As for rotating parts such as the gas

compressor and turbine, after replacing components, it was necessary to again

balance them, have trial runs and send them back to the airfield to be fitted

on the aircraft. Not only were safeguard costs high but a lot of time was

wasted. An engine is a costly machine, its life span is relatively short and

there are many chances for breakdouns. If there is a lack of a sufficient

number of spare engines this can effect the rate of aircraft put into opera-

tion and the aftereffects are not difficult to imagine.

In order to re.;o].v, thtc ;1bove Mentioued contradictions, in recent years,

England, the United States and France h.ave ncwly developed some engines which

-13-



cI t ilk! 'i tc

i Idc )c11101 L !tk i (11' T W!l Ih I r ,L'c LC tiOi - i re i : .r r. i o1h p-, t-

t .); 11111t.i of tl, !"!Q I ',,n cx ~ O~v~. i ~ l Ii i1.dt

d isc ;nJl" ;x is uit i s.

Fach Unit (.,Il be d i!nn:1int-led anld ins-t ale1d Onl the a litr;rft (10('!-.oe 110t

ef i octL the ot her tinits and doos not Vef I -CtL the 1).ilnc (2- t he rot or or tht.

per forulance of thk i whole en',i no.

In using thc uniit structureC en1"ilo whnjr ncn~'ti nd p.,11t'

-ire damag-fed arw r equire, rep'!aocement, the component:;, vii i ch need to 11c rcpl a:-vd

in a certain un i t can be ink, ;) fI UM thC Crug irU ill t he a ilf 01 el(, CNru 1 k!e direc't-

ly from the aircrat t and the new unit canr be put ill. BeCiCe1A t le rot at ing

part units arc, ha ia.'n ed well beforehand , the unh; li ne ed we ii~lht i!- ,Lcriotisi v

control led within a certain ranpe . There fore * when a unit. ii; replaced, it i s

not neccessary to rebalance ind it is also not neeesry to li:,ve- a per fern 11e

trial run. Generally, it is only nece, szarv to examw n the eng ine once1,

driving, it.

The French Stat-c Operated Engine Resca rch anod Deve lOPMenL Company began

developing the turbine fan enogine M53 in 1969. It iS COMuPOmSed Of 10 tnit;

which are the low, pressu re ga s compres;sor , the goacompiessor hoavv am

thle high pressure gas coimpress;ror, t he c ombust ion chamber , tle hii hprv!,nan v

turbine guide, the turbine, the tuirbine, heavy C; uthe at terburner

d if fuwr , the afterburnor tube aind the jet, noz-nlec

-14-
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1.Fall
2. Ace(.!ory t rnwiV:H' Ion
3. fiI h p ref;,rc ~eop o
4. C btitsca;.rI g rsrcturbine

The Pm it and ViSu~al '1,a lit (111

The a im: of ungtheu tnit st rue t nre is to improve tl,, ih. n t (Thu nct, per-

forinance of the engine. For irho non1-un1it s3truc( 111C Cgnc , there- Is; uiI"I

for;!u lated a repair life span. Thv so-c.al led repair ii fe span is thw amiount

of time from \.lln the engine officially leave.,- the factory to before it

return,, to the factory for repa irs. In the repair life ,p~in of an en,-ine, it

mnustr be taken out of the a ircra ft , packaged and] sent to t he repa ir fact ory,

to be dismantled, examined and repa ired by improving the decreased per form-

ance or replaicing, components. lDur ~ng the processF of packaiging- and moving in

inclement weather or installing and dismanitling, there i~s the possibility of

other components being damiaged. 11owve-r , after using thc unit structure. in

the engine it is convenient. to realize positive visual maintenrance techiniques.

The use of visuial ma mit enanee techniques does not st iptulate the m-,ain-

tenaince life- !sjan of an eninbut gives serious supervi sion and control. for

thc imnpor tan t pa raile Iers (of tOli eng ine, for the prediet ion oif the di scoevery of

breakdowns., for accurately appraising problems that occur In the uinit and

baf-ed onl cond ittons repl ace uits that are bel ow the safetv coefficient . Before

di i;eovering ,n of hb*'arld'uis, no Uit ter how 1long t ht work time, aIIl can I)(

cont intiotisI v. t::ployetl. The~re are ant ecedant s, annotated miodel ', ser les

nutbuitr! and tCiv xiiuunt (1f t ime uwed for each unit includ ii each occasion of

repr and t h, content (it riplac ing comiponents;. It I,- necessa ryr to sepatrate and



and r :irc A tnits, and after at tain in ; ,t I pul.itod lt.cliical per-

fOrm'iLic te it. calil e.nter OhW waIrelioutu z1; ai spare Unit I,

The wor I- con d it Ion:; f or eachn un-It in t ie engI ne are d Irfc renI. Fo r

example, the hcat tip co!;tbustion chiamber, turbine: ind afterbu rn,lr operate

under high tt.mperatu rc; and the chance for breakdo;n t grcater than cold

tip coapoa en ts (g ope;o ,i c"c~r a
ti)CMOIA ',;,Is co:!IL,,qc:;r ialid acces:.otry arnn'lg'[ol .d thevre fdhould be

more spare unit.,- Visual maintenance can be directed at concret-o situations or

treated separately which is better than using the repair life span. Aside from

this, units are easier to transport and storage than whole engines and they

are very convenitnt under war conditions.

Bow can visuIal maintenince be done well whereby the various signs of

breakdowns in the engine are perceived? This requires experienced and careful

control of engine work and reliance on the. "conditions control" system for

completion. Conditions control is generally divided into flight and ground

control. Flight control includes cockpit indicators and aerial recorders. The

cockpit indicators are used to control the parameters of engine thrust (or

power), rotational speeds, turbine temperatures, oil pressure and viloration.

Aerial recorders are used to record the condition parameters of the engine

and following this there is processing and analysis and at the proper time it

examines the major signs during the initial period of a breakdown. Cround

control. is the examination and discover), of breakdown signs on the ground

including the following forms;.

Visual examination of the position of the fanls;, exhaust system and

external p ip,.;,
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Tl tic;,-. ot a tctcetur to I iv.%, t . ,I 0 tIe W import ; t Ivi t- ;: 1 it, I te t( eng int,

SLIC II': thIit bi:rnc i t ubi , turb ns , u ;I- , t iii. III- b hi l o a !n !;co: prv.s.Sor

bl :tkd4 . ile LC L'C t OTr can Ic r i k or I 1-:.: iI) i i t caii :.cn-;v perce. ivce or he

d:ii s !:O;.ct mo (;m I alko p ictures. '!'Ie dot(.'e I r Invt. byA S )

ves~igtc a i rc':sture turbine guide 1bladc.

21

Ii

3. r, rL 4. f]111 5. TLI

Chart 2 Thte Use of a Dtector to 1Investigate a z rbi Cu ide Mlade

1 . Turine IU guii de blade,
2 . Combos t ion c hambe r
3. 1 nv v-,t i,'; I t ie ole 1

4. ): yo1,i Lc c

S. 1) tC Lc Lc)I
6. Lugn o i c 1ii)'

Thle of a15'l:!. ray !;vircce to take p ictur:. by goin into the empty

pirt ot ti~q cla:'iii' pres- ,iii' rotor axle so as to Atlc sIze and



Ifl~a~1Arl~it~ it~O ill1 t Ito ci t'.11~ e~ of t !1 i-y part!

The iis-c of a magnt-t ic 1)in p) i -i ap (a I,;o cal 1 cd a Ja- Ic spi1ralI stOp)-

per) to exa-mint, whiether the i-otri.CouPOn entfs of th0 ni'ue ;sar.' lu!-ricated

hear iiin;s and gecars are !a~ o ite magnet i.c pinl p i ekops are all f it-ted on

the uut side s;o thiat the hiand can easzily take thecm Out.

At p ie!;kn t L I lie cCoi t ro I systu ems of av i at ion engine cond it ions are Frt i 1.1

being devolopued ind wc bLtlieve that follow [ng, the great strides in sc lence artd

technology they cani be gradually improved.

Conclusion

The first eaiein the world to use the unit structure was the British

Miande (?) turbine propeller engine built during the 1950's. Yet, for

\arious reasons it. was Tie-t given 'much attention. After over 10 years, this

type of new and.original design idea was used in the American JT-9D orngine-

and was Shown to be superior. Tt was quickly expanded to many of the major

engine manufacturing companies in the West. After that, many newly developed

military and civil aviation engines used the unit structure design.

It is worth noting that the unit structure not only resolved the pro-

blent of the exchangeability of similar units in the same type of aircraft

but also openied uip vistas for the standardization for many of the engine

parts and compononts which were considered difficult in the past. At pre-

sent, nations ±n. which aviation industries are advaniced. all. Ilse the advanced

core engine and take it as the basis for the development of a series of de-

r ived enginecs. Even thouigh theose engines of these family are a changed

form of thle ';;1:1lC core eng"ine, the un its can be in t rchangoLd . Thisexad the

"three chianges" range and is hiighly significant bot-h economically and mi litarily).
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